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This presentation will describe EDI scalability and High Availability.
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Agenda

�What is HACMP? 

�EDI HA Architecture

�Summary

�Reference

The presentation will give an overview EDI work load management and high availability. System 
administrators, system engineers, and other information systems professionals who want to 
learn about features and functionality provided by the HACMP software should be aware of 
scalability and high availability concepts.
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What is HACMP?

� High Availability Cluster Multiprocessing (HACMP)

� high availability (HA) 

� cluster multi-processing (CMP)

� Parallel access

� Nodes

� Resources

HACMP is a collection of utilities and practices that is part of the AIX operating system.   A 
"cluster" is a collection of nodes and resources (such as disks and networks) which cooperate to 
provide high availability of services running within the cluster. Clustering servers enables parallel 
access to data, which can help provide the redundancy and fault resilience required for 
business-critical applications

With HACMP software, critical resources remain available. For example, an HACMP cluster 
could run a database server program that services client applications. The clients send queries 
to the server program that responds to their requests by accessing a database, stored on a 
shared external disk.
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What is HACMP?

� Custom software

� Industry-standard hardware

� Minimize downtime

� Restore services

This high availability system combines custom software with industry-standard hardware to 
minimize downtime by quickly restoring services when a system, component, or application fails. 
Although not instantaneous, the restoration of service is rapid, usually within 30 to 300 seconds. 
In an HACMP cluster, to ensure the availability of these applications, the applications are put 
under HACMP control. HACMP takes measures to ensure that the applications remain available 

to client processes even if a component in a cluster fails. To ensure availability, in case of a 
component failure, HACMP moves the application (along with resources that ensure access to 
the application) to another node in the cluster.
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What is HACMP?

� NOT the same as hardware availability

� Complex application access requirements

� Nodes (CPU, memory)

� Network interfaces (including external devices in the 
network topology)

� Disk or storage devices.

�Causes for downtime

�Operator errors

�Environmental problems

�Application and operating system errors

High availability is sometimes confused with simple hardware availability. Fault tolerant, 
redundant systems (such as RAID) and dynamic switching technologies (such as DLPAR) 
provide recovery of certain hardware failures, but do not provide the full scope of error detection 
and recovery required to keep a complex application highly available.

Recent surveys of the causes of downtime show that actual hardware failures account for only a 
small percentage of unplanned outages.
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EDI HA Architecture

Section
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EDI HA Architecture

� Introduction/Requirements

� Review the HACMP Environment

� Concept of an EDI Server

� DB2 Choices

� MQ Adapter Choices

� Setup of the Environment

� Testing of the Environment

� Starting and Stopping WDI on AIX

� Lessons Learned

This section will apply the HACMP to an EDI environment.
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EDI HA Architecture
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What happens when one Server goes down? Trading partners are sending data all time. 
Keeping systems highly available should be the top goal of every system administrator or 
corporation.   In this example we have two servers Server 3 and Server 4 with HACMP 
compatibility. Both have a Cyclone Interchange, WDI, MQ, TXD and two AS2A directors are 
running. The two AS2A directors are in each server has a one to one relation with each of the 
AS2A router.  Both the servers are using common SAN (Shared system) storage. One server is 
active and another is passive, so when one server fails (hardware or Network) then second 
server, Server 4, will start automatically with same configuration. The second (passive)  server is 
started and it clones itself as the primary server.
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Introduction and Requirements

� EDI is critical business process

� EDI must be working 24X7X365

� Planning

�Physical procedures

�Logical procedures

� Monitoring

� You are monitoring the ENVIRONMENT NOT the 
applications.

In 2001, more than 2 trillion U.S. dollars in transactions were traded via traditional EDI 
architectures. EDI is established in 95% of Fortune 500 companies, and many of these 
enterprises have been reluctant to extend this EDI solution into XML-based implementations. As 
a result, there is a requirement for a robust EDI interchange solution.

What every business needs is high-availability (HA) solutions that keep a company's server 
running 24x7x365, allow end users to never experience any system outages, and let system 
maintenance occur without causing downtime.  This requires thorough and complete planning of 
the physical and logical procedures for access and operation of the resources on which the 
application depends.  

High availability requires a monitoring and recovery package that automates the detection and 
recovery from errors and a well-controlled process for maintaining the hardware and software 
aspects of the cluster configuration while keeping the application available.
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HACMP Environment

�Eliminate single points of failure

�Failure Detection and Automated Recovery to 
Redundant System

� Switching Back to Primary System is Automatic or 
Manual (Ping-Pong Effect)

� A budget for hardware and software is required

� A Support Team to build and test AIX on your 
HACMP Environments

Your major goal throughout the planning process is to eliminate single points of failure. A single 

point of failure exists when a critical cluster function is provided by a single component. If that 
component fails, the cluster has no other way of providing that function, and the application or 
service dependent on that component becomes unavailable. Realize that, while your goal is to 
eliminate all single points of failure, you may have to make some compromises. There is usually 
a cost associated with eliminating a single point of failure. For example, purchasing an additional 
hardware device to serve as backup for the primary device increases cost. The cost of 
eliminating a single point of failure should be compared against the cost of losing services 
should that component fail. Again, the purpose of the HACMP is to provide a cost-effective, 
highly available computing platform that can grow to meet future processing demands.
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Concept of an EDI Server

For each critical application, be mindful of the resources required by the application, including its 
processing and data storage requirements. For example, when you plan the size of your cluster, 
include enough nodes to handle the processing requirements of your application after a node 
fails.

WebSphere Data Interchange can run in a HA cluster environment to ensure fault tolerance and 
recoverability. It can also run in an MQ Clustered environment to ensure fault tolerance, 
workload balancing and an infinitely scalable architecture. 

Clustered services, such as WMQ queue managers, are configured to use virtual IP addresses 
which are under cluster control. When a clustered service moves from one cluster node to the 
other, it takes its virtual IP address with it. The virtual IP address is different to the stationary

physical IP address that is assigned to a cluster node. Remote clients and servers which need to 
communicate with clustered services must be configured to connect to the virtual IP address and 
must be written such that they can tolerate a broken connection by repeatedly trying to 
reconnect. 
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DB2 Choices

� DB2 Server on Same Platform as EDI Server
� Pro’s

� Better Performance

� Con’s
� Down when WDI Server is down

� Whom to monitor/admin DB2?

� DB2 Server on Separate Platform from EDI Server
� Pro’s

� Up Even while EDI Server is down

� DB2 Group to Admin/Monitor?

� Con’s
� Slower Performance

The WDI server database might be executed in a database instance on the same node as the 
server, in which case the database instance and its lower level dependencies must be failed 
over with the server. Alternatively the server database might be executed in a remote instance 
accessed using a remote ODBC connection, in which case it is necessary is to ensure that the 
database is accessible from either cluster node, so that the server can operate correctly on 
either node.

The use of a shared database ensures a simple single configuration point for all of the 
WebSphere Data Interchange servers running in the MQ cluster.
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MQ Adapter Choices

� WDI Adapter

� Pro’s

� Simple to Understand

� Cons’

� Starts WDI each time

� WDI Advanced Adapter

� Pro’s

� WDI is always running

� Growth Potential

� Con’s

� Setup is more complex

The WebSphere Data Interchange adapter program is installed as part of WebSphere Data 
Interchange for Multiplatforms Version 3.3. The configuration scripts provided set up the 
necessary queues and definition objects. The adapter uses WebSphere MQ Triggering to know 
when messages need processing. When a message is put to an application queue, a trigger 
message is created. The WMQ trigger monitor receives the message and executes the adapter. 
The adapter then passes the information needed to process the application message to the 
WebSphere Data Interchange server/translator. Application messages are committed, rolled 
back, or moved to a failure queue depending on the return codes from the WebSphere Data 
Interchange Server. The adapter will wait the user-configured time interval for any successive 
messages, and then terminate. The trigger monitor then restarts WebSphere Data Interchange 
adapter upon receipt of another trigger message. 

The advanced adapter is designed to allow the user to create a pool of translators when the 
WDIServer program is started. When data arrives on an WMQ queue one or more of these 
translators can be assigned to the queue to process data. This means that each queue can be 
independently configured to request any number of translators (up to the number of translators 
in the initial pool). 
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Setup Environment

HACMP uses heartbeating to monitor the activity of its network interfaces, devices and IP labels.  
A heartbeat is a type of a communication packet that is sent between nodes. Heartbeats are 
used to monitor the health of the nodes, networks and network interfaces, and to prevent cluster 
partitioning. Heartbeating connections between cluster nodes are necessary because they 
enable HACMP to recognize the difference between a network failure and a node failure. For 
instance, if connectivity on the HACMP network (this network’s IP labels are used in a resource 
group) is lost, and you have another TCP/IP based network and a non-IP network configured 
between the nodes, HACMP recognizes the failure of its cluster network and takes recovery 
actions that prevent the cluster from becoming partitioned. 
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Testing the HACMP Environment

� Testing

� Verify the cluster configuration

� Initial configuration

� Changes to the cluster

� Test the HACMP cluster

� Test Plan

� Test Procedure

– Automated test procedure

– Custom component testing

Verifying the cluster configuration assures you that all resources used by HACMP are validly 
configured, and that ownership and takeover of those resources are defined and are in 
agreement across all nodes. You should verify and synchronize your cluster configuration after 
making any change within a cluster (for example, any change to the hardware operating system, 
node configuration, or cluster configuration).

To test the HACMP cluster you should develop a test plan and procedures.  Make sure that you 
are familiar with the HACMP clusters on which you plan to run the test. List the components in 
your cluster and have this list available when setting up a test plan.  

Automated testing may be available but most likely executes a series of predefined sets of tests 
on the cluster.  Custom testing will be necessary for system components, for example 
WebSphere Data Interchange Server.
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Testing the HACMP Environment

Sample Custom Test Procedures
1. Stop EDI Server 1 Normally – EDI Server 2 takes over

2. System Crash on EDI Server 1 – EDI Server 2 takes over

3. With Inbound data flowing, stop EDI Server 1 – Let EDI Server 2 
take over

4. With Inbound data flowing, crash EDI Server 1 – Let EDI Server 2 
take over

5. With Outbound data flowing, stop EDI Server 1 – Let EDI Server 
2 take over

6. With Outbound data flowing, crash EDI Server 1 – Let EDI Server 
2 take over

7. With Inbound AND Outbound data flowing, stop EDI Server 1 –
Let EDI Server 2 take over

8. With Inbound AND Outbound data flowing, crash EDI Server 1 –
Let EDI Server 2 take over

Your test procedure should bring each component offline then online, or cause a resource group 
fallover, to ensure that the cluster recovers from each failure.  Listed on this slide are sample 
EDI server test scenarios. Start Up and Stop scripts have to be written in order to start/stop the 
applications.
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WebSphere Data Interchange Startup

� Sample WDI Start Up Script

export WDISERVER_PROPERTIES = 
/usr/wdi/run/wdi.properties

cd /usr/wdi/run

rm nohup.out

nohup /usr/wdi/DIv32/bin/WDIServer &

This is a sample WebSphere Data Interchange start up script.
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WebSphere Data Interchange Stop

� Sample WDI Stop Script
#! /bin/ksh

#

# Stop WDI

WDIPID=`ps -fu wdi|grep WDIServer|grep -v grep|awk '{print $2}'`

cd /usr/wdi/run

/usr/wdi/DIv32/bin/WDIShutdown

while [ ${WDIPID}X != X ]

do
echo "WDI Server is running (PID $WDIPID)"

echo "Please wait while WDI is closed down. This may take a while..."

sleep 5

WDIPID=`ps -fu wdi|grep WDIServer|grep -v grep|awk '{print $2}'`

done

#

This is a sample WebSphere Data Interchange stop script.
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Lessons Learned

� Users Ids between the two boxes are separate

� Anything on the Local Hard Disk doesn’t Switch

� /usr/home/userid – Data didn’t switch

� /etc

� First Test Case Takes the longest (Start and Stop Scripts)

� DB2 has to be cataloged on each system (if not local)

� WDI needs time to shutdown. Issuing the command is only the start of the process. Write 
script to maintain control.

� WDI, when crashed, will leave behind directories and files when using the Advanced 
Adapter

� Make sure MQ has Persistent set on. Either at the data or the queue level.

� Use Queues as much as possible. File system, even networked, lead to problems

� Upon start up of the backup system, messages waited over two hours before WDI started 
processing the files. Why? DB2 timeout value too large. Changed to 10 minutes.

� Changed tcp_keepidle to 540 with command 

no -o tcp_keepidle=540

� Switching between systems (EDI 1 to EDI 2) takes several minutes.

Remember your major goal throughout the process is to eliminate single points of failure.  Listed 
on this slide are a few observations noted with the execution of the sample EDI Server test 
scenarios mentioned in this document. 

The basic measure of success for a test is availability.  The following are some examples of 
criteria that can be used to determine the success or failure of cluster tests:

• Did the cluster stabilize?  Nodes that should be online are online.  If a node is stopped and that 
node is the last node in the cluster, the cluster is considered stable.

• Has an appropriate recovery event for the test executed?

• Is a specific node online or offline as specified?

• Are all expected resource groups still online within the cluster?

• Did a test that was expected to execute actually execute?
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Summary

� HACMP not end all solution
� Covers Hardware/OS Failure ONLY

� Custom test procedures needed.

� Choose DB2 Configuration Carefully

� Choose MQ Adapter

� Setup Defined Environment

� Test, test, test

� Document Everything
� Before, During, After (lessons learned)

You will need to create a custom test plan and procedures, to meet 
requirements specific to your environment.

Spend considerable time in the planning stage. This is where the bulk of the 
documentation will be produced and will lay the foundation for a successful 
production environment.  Start by building a detailed requirements document 
and focus on what you want and need it to do  Next, build a technical 
detailed design document. Details should include a thorough description of 
the Storage / Network / Application / Cluster environment and the Cluster 
Behavior. Finally, make certain the cluster undergoes comprehensive and 
thorough testing before going live and document the results.

It is your responsibility to document all aspects of the HACMP system 
unique to your environment. This responsibility includes documenting 
procedures concerning the highly available applications, recording changes 
that you make to the configuration scripts distributed with HACMP, 
documenting any custom scripts you write, recording the status of backups, 
maintaining a log of user problems, and maintaining records of all hardware. 
This documentation, along with the output of various display commands and 
cluster snapshots, will be useful for you and for product support, to help 
resolve problems.
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References

� Internet Search on HACMP

� IBM HACMP solutions

A simple Internet search on HACMP will give a listing of products and 
documentation related to HACMP.  IBM has an extensive set of software 
products and documented procedures to implement HACMP. IBM may not 
offer all the products, services, or features in countries other than the US. 
Consult your local IBM representative for information on the products and 
services currently available in your area.   
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